Formers PhD students: testimonies and discussions

D2Day - Afternoon

22nd Juin 2022
Testimonies of formers PhD students

- Barnabé Croizat (PhD 2016): PRAG - Lille, FRANCE
- Antoine Clais (PhD 2014): Voltaware - London, ENGLAND
- Linh Nguyen (PhD 2016): Amadeus (5 years), Digital Barriers (nowadays)
- Maxime Vono (PhD 2020): Criteo - Paris, FRANCE
- Antoine Zurek (PhD 2019): Applied Mathematics laboratory (LMAC) - Compiègne, FRANCE

- PhD subject, job research and job interview, actual job and missions, ...
- \( \approx 15 \) minutes each (presentation + questions)
Société Informatique de France - Journée des doctorants 2020

Career in industry, recruiter and former PhD testimonies (Part 1/2):
- Jonathan Rivalan — Responsable de R&D, Alterway
- David Olivier — Directeur R&D, Davidson Consulting
- 3 supplementary testimonies from PhD students

Career in academia (Part 2/2):
- Enseignant-chercheur, Chargée de recherche and Professeur des universités
- Status and missions
- Testimonies

Miscellaneous informations:
- Presentation of Association Bernard Gregory (ABG): specialised in PhD insertion in Industry
- Industry-oriented skills on a CV
- Salary scale
- ...

Video still available:
https://www.societe-informatique-de-france.fr/les-journees-sif/journee-des-doctorants-2020/